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QUESTION 1

Scenario: A network engineer plans to configure an Active Directory Server as the default authentication for a NetScaler
deployment and provide users with the option to change their password if it is expired. Which two actions should the
engineer take to configure this authentication requirement on the NetScaler system? (Choose two.) 

A. Configure a pre-authentication policy. 

B. Select security type as SSL on Authentication policy. 

C. Configure Authentication server with SSO name attribute. 

D. Configure Authentication server with allow Password change option. 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 2

Scenario: A network engineer has installed a NetScaler system into their corporate DMZ and would like to provide
access to a web server on the internal LAN. The web server will be accessed by external users through the Netscaler.
The 

firewall administrator has opened the relevant ports required on the external and the internal firewall. The engineer
notices that the virtual server and services representing the web server are down and the internal web server does
NOT 

appear accessible from the NetScaler. 

What could be the cause of this? 

A. USIP is not enabled. 

B. Client IP Insertion is not enabled. 

C. A URL rewrite policy is not created. 

D. A SNIP address has not been added. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

Scenario: The IT department in an organization manages servers and network devices from an internal management
subnet. A Netscaler device has recently been installed into the DMZ network. The intranet firewall allows TCP 443 from
the management subnet to the Netscaler device. 

How could the engineer ensure that only workstations in the management network are permitted to manage the
Netscaler? 

A. Create an Extended ACL based on the source IP address. 
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B. Create a restricted route from the internal network to the DMZ. 

C. Enable the management access control option on the NSIP address. 

D. Enable the management access control on the internal SNIP address. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

Why would an engineer want to specify a TCP Profile for a specific service group? 

A. To enable use of features like SSL over TCP for that specific service group. 

B. To adjust the TCP settings for traffic to and from that specific service group. 

C. To use a specific SNIP for traffic to the back-end servers in that service group. 

D. To enable features like use source IP, TCP keep alive and TCP buffering for a specific service group. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

Scenario: An engineer is configuring services to allow load balancing of backend web servers on the internal network.
The engineer bound multiple monitors to the first service, but notices that the service is reporting as DOWN. The
monitor threshold default has NOT been changed. 

What could be causing this issue? 

A. The service type is HTTP. 

B. One of the monitors\\' tests is failing. 

C. Some of the monitors have a higher weight. 

D. The monitors are both reporting an UP status. 

Correct Answer: B 
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